
SUMMARY 

The book Concepts and Scientific Theories focuses on the way our theories are 

undermined by our parcelling out the external world, while the way we use con-

cepts to parcel out it is undermined by the theories we prefer. We put forward 

certain approach to language and concepts – pioneered by the Czech logician 

and philosopher Pavel Tichý – and demonstrate how to solve some problems of 

the theory of science. 

In the first chapter, 1. Theory and Language, the crucial distinction lan-

guage!/language# is formulated and its first consequences for our investigations 

are drawn. Language! is a language viewed as a normative system which enables 

people, who conform to it, to communicate. For any such language! a number of 

languages# is adequate (languages# are ‘justified’ by that language!); language# 

can be aptly modelled as a function from expressions to meanings. Various 

deficiencies of language (e.g. ambivalence, vagueness) are discussed and their 

impact on scientific language is indicated. Using our distinction, we quickly 

dissolve some notorious philosophical puzzles (e.g. Putnam’s Twin Earth, the 

Paradox of Heap). 

In the chapter 2. Definition and Explication, we elucidate the well-known 

tools for treating language ambiguities, viz. definitions and explication; they all 

help specify meanings. But utilizing our language!/language# distinction we may 

proceed further, explaining also partial specifications of meanings, especially 

implicit definition and Carnap’s method of reduction sentences. 

The chapter 3. What Do We Talk About introduces Tichý’s logical frame-

work, Transparent Intensional Logic, which was originally developed to support 

an explication of both natural and scientific language. The basic notions concern 

contingent determination, i.e. modal and temporal dependence in possessing 

empirical traits. The functional system of extensions and possible world inten-

sions is then built up. Possible worlds are understood as individuated also by 

natural laws valid in them. We introduce also Tichý’s hyperintensional, struc-

tured algorithmic entities, so-called constructions, which produce (determine) 
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extensions or intensions. The derivation rules handling constructions, i.e. their 

logic, are introduced as well. 

In the subsequent chapter, 4. Concepts, the notion of concept is explicated, 

following Materna’s proposal, as certain construction. Such explication is correl-

ative with Tichý’s explication of meanings as constructions. Tichý’s conception 

is largely Fregean-Churchian, thus having two levels: an expression expresses 

a construction, whereas the construction produces the denotatum of the expres-

sion. The notions of conceptual and mainly derivation systems are introduced; 

realize that we thus view languages as underlain by conceptual/derivation sys-

tems. The problem of development of scientific language is briefly explained.  

The explication of the notion of truth in the chapter 5. Truth goes beyond 

semantic conception by Tarski and other logicians of the 20th century. In our 

proposal, truth is a three-levelled system of notions. In its bottom, there is 

a truth of possible world propositions; we recognize weak and strong versions of 

the notion because we adopt partial functions. Truth of constructions is defined 

as depending on the truth of the propositions they construct. The semantic 

notion of truth, i.e. truth of expressions, is defined with help of truth of con-

structions expressed by the expressions in this or that language#. The relation-

ship of our logical theory of truth to our philosophical theory of truth is debated; 

we declare a sort of correspondence theory. Facts are explicated as certain prop-

ositional constructions; being so, the notion of fact is dependent on the notion 

of derivation system. 

The chapter 6. Theory presents the crucial contribution of our book. Firstly, 

we reject both syntactic and semantic construal of scientific theory. We view 

theory rather as a certain source of answers to questions about how the world 

works (primarily questions why some phenomena occur or what phenomena 

will occur under certain conditions). For that reason, we introduce a theory of 

questions and answers in which both conceptual and derivation systems play 

a role. On our proposal, a theory is an answer to the question what is true, which 

compress some collection of empirical or theoretical hypotheses and is in 

agreement with results of performed relevant experiments and with previous 

experience. 
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The last chapter, 7. Truthlikeness, provides a concrete application of our consid-

erations in a well-known and important topic, the likeness of scientific theories 

to truth (we accept the core of Tichý’s and Oddie’s method of counting truth-

likeness). As argued in the chapter 5. and 6., facts (as truths) are dependent on 

derivation systems and theories are also dependent on derivation systems. When 

counting truthlikeness, the measured theories and the truth must be thus 

properly adjusted (this enables to escape Miller’s objection that counting truth-

likeness in an intensional logical framework is not translation invariant).


